
(3 Ideas for) Reinventing Idea-Generation Practices 

Where do ideas
come from?

My pantry....

working out

the shower...

incessant mind mapping

conversations with cool people
who do interesting things...

THINK ABOUT IT: Ideas are the engines of
problem-solving and innovation. We need our teams
and team members to be great at generating ideas.

  The Jam Sessions: ideas, resources, and engagement in about
the time you would invest drinking a

(large) cup of coffee!

WELCOME!

What's your favorite approach for
having a productive, quality day?

Use a journal....highlight...
what I want to achieve...

use a planner

How will I succeed with
every encounter today?

Listen fiercely....

Use chat liberally! 

Jam on anything
Management/Leadership last 15 minutes

questions/suggestions to
strengthen these sessions:

art.petty@artpetty.com

blog:
https://artpetty.

com/blog/

Help each other

Ideas, Creativity, and You

Have you attended or sponsored your
team to attend a professional development program

where the focus was on creativity?

Can creativity be taught/coached? 

Are groups or
individuals better at
generating ideas?

"Although creative team collaboration is essential for
companies and businesses, decades of research evidence clearly

reveals that groups are inferior to individuals when it comes to
creativity."  -Leigh Thompson, Kellogg, Creative Conspiracy

KEY POINT! 

THE GREAT NEWS! WE CAN USE A
BLENDED STRUCTURE TO ENHANCE
CREATIVITY AND IDEA GENERATION

Filled with research-backed
ideas/references for

improving collaboration!

What goes wrong with too many of our workplace brainstorming sessions? 

What to do: Make the 4 (Original Rules)
Visible and Reinforce them

1. Freely express any idea
that comes to mind.

2. No criticism.

3. Focus on quantity.

4. Build on the
ideas of others

Add 4 more from Prof. Paul Paulus' Research: 

5. Stay focused
on the task

6. Don't tell stories
or explain ideas in these sessions.

7. When no one is suggesting
an idea, restate the problem

and encourage ideas

8. Encourage the people who are not
talking to make a contribution.

+50% & more novel

You can throw out the other three and
still improve with a focus here!

Use timed sprints! 

Evidence supports: groups
who use these rules

outperform those who don't.

introverts; boss-effect

extroverts that
speak too much

fear of conflict

distractions

fear
ground rules
not specified

power driven
cultures////steal

ideas

judging ideas

second
guessing
yourself

what happens to all
of those ideas...

creativity on demand...

Meet Sir Dr. NakaMats

He has at last count, 3377 patents; 3x
as many as Thomas Edison

His thoughts on where
ideas come from:

“If you have too much oxygen in your brain, inspiration
will not strike,” he cautions. “To starve the brain of

oxygen, you must dive deep and allow the water pressure
to fill the brain with blood.” He holds his breath as long as
he can. “Zero-point-five seconds before death, I visualize

an invention,”  -Smithsonian

Or, The Gold Room: lined in 24K Gold...built without
nails because, " Nails reflect thinking."

(and yes, it's a
bathroom)

Importantly, Set Quantity Goals and Run Timed Sprints. Rinse and Repeat.

Use a Blended Structure: (Solo First + Then Group) Your ideas to do this? 

May be the most effective
way for increasing engagement, quantity, and quality.

Change Group Membership

Go Crazy and Suspend #2 (the no criticism rule)...Kind of.

IDEA 1:TURBOCHARGE BRAINSTORMING
ACTIVITIES BY LEVERAGING THE

RESEARCH

IDEA #2: USE AMY'S APPROACH

THINK ABOUT IT: "Great
ideas fade into view over

long periods of time" -Steven Johnson

"The Green Room" Meets Analogical Thinking Meets Idea
Fermentation & Reproduction Meets Design Thinking Meets a Master

Class in Influence Cultivation.

The Situation... Great results, a full investment roadmap, and Amy was worried while everyone
else was celebrating.

What she did was counterintuitive...

"Become
anthropologists"

The Green Room

... and then start asking thought starter questions

Hypotheses lead to
experiments, insights, and new experiments

Outcome: new partnerships in
new markets; shift in product

investment roadmap FOR YOU: 

How might?

What if?

"Where ideas go
to have sex."
-Ridley Scott

Curate, age,
build, jump...

What do you do when you don't
have the power to make the change

you know is needed?

Create a place for ideas to age, recombine, and reproduce in full view of everyone

"Once born, ideas need to be attended to and
developed, for the same reason babies need to be
fed in order to mature as adults. Many excellent
ideas were lost due to neglect." -Abraham Loeb,

Scientific American

Encourage add-ons, jumps, builds, and fresh thoughts by anyone

Go anthropologist in faraway places

Resist urge to converge or act too soon--Ideas need time to age

Ask "What if?" type questions/Involve outsiders/ID & test hypotheses

IDEA 3: REFRAME to GENERATE NEW IDEAS/APPROACHES

THINK ABOUT IT: What problem
are we trying to solve?

Your new most-important question! 
THINK ABOUT IT-2: How we

frameproblems determines
the solutions we develop

Classic example: The Slow Elevator

Individuals in your building
have complained that the

elevator is too slow.
Problem: 

What are your options? 

How might we frame
this differently?

What are new options? 

("is there a different way to
see the problem?")

The wait is too long...

music; mirror...

television;
stock ticker....

sports

take the stairs... hardware upgrade...

software upgrade

replace the elevator...

"The elevator is
too slow."

Fabulous resource! 

The Situation: Mutual Assured
Business Destruction

release war//price war...no meaningful differentiation/sustainable advantage

Point of Sale Automation in
Quick Service Industry

trello jamboards

simplemind...

sharepoint....

teams...

virtual greenroom...

rapidly compressing margins
due to price war//high r+d costs

weighing on both

Initial view: We provide point of sale
technologies to restaurants...

ANTHROPOLOGIST
MODE

"These are integrated
factories and retail outlets"

None of the systems talk to
each other...creating big

disadvantages for operators

REFRAME: We're systems integrators
for quick service restaurants

How would your
strategy change?

"The way you frame a problem
determine which solutions

you come up with." 

 "People who master reframing make better
decisions, get more original ideas, and tend to

lead more remarkable lives."

-Thomas Wedell
Wedellsborg

Brought an outsider along to
observe the situation.

and

Finally, remember, sometimes you
have to do the heavy lifting to create

something spectacular!

Jam Topics (leadership/management)

Goals too tactical...I want them to
push me/team members...

Doing great work and getting
passed over for promotions...

30+ direct reports...different locations...no down time...how do I
run one-on-ones....

I want to be more productive every day and
hold myself accountable to growth. What can I

do to keep this top of mind?

What are some tactics you use to
keep yourself focused on growth,

learning, and daily success?

Our Upcoming
Sessions:

how to minimize
frustration from shifting priorities and timelines...

art.petty@artpetty.com

Just a few I've
encountered

Prompter: "What's your
real challenge?"

The Coaching Habit...

Yours? 


